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Edexcel GCSE Mathematics
Pearson Education
Ensure top marks and
complete coverage for the
new Edexcel International
Level 1/Level 2 GCSE in
Mathematics (Specification
A) (9-1) with Collins' fully
revised and updated
resources. Provide rigour
with thousands of tried and
tested questions using
international content and
levels clearly labelled to aid
transition from Foundation
to Higher. * Endorsed by
Edexcel* Ensure students are
fully prepared for their exams
with extensive differentiated
practice exercises, detailed
worked examples and
International GCSE past
paper questions.* Stretch and
challenge students with
supplementary content for
Higher level examinations
and extension level questions
highlighted on the page.*

Emphasise the relevance of
maths with features such as
'Why this chapter matters'
which show its role in
everyday life or historical
development.* Develop
problem solving with
questions that require
students to apply their skills,
often in real life, international
contexts.* Enable students to
see what level they are
working at and what they
need to do to progress with
Foundation and Higher levels
signalled clearly throughout.*
Encourage students to check
their work with answers to all
exercise questions at the back
(answers to examination
sections are available in the
accompanying Teacher
Guide).
Edexcel GCSE Modular
Mathematics Examples
and Practice
HarperCollins UK
The new edition of
Pearson Edexcel GCSE
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(9-1) Mathematics
Higher Student Book 1
develops reasoning,
fluency and problem-
solving to boost
students’ confidence
and give them the best
preparation for GCSE
study. Purposefully
updated based on
feedback from
thousands of teachers
and students, as well
as academic research
and impact studies
Bolsters preparation
for GCSE with new
questions that reflect
the latest exams and a
format that seamlessly
aligns with our GCSE
Maths courses Shown to
help GCSE students
master maths with
confidence with a UK-
specific approach that
draws upon global best
practices and cutting-
edge research Tried-
and-tested
differentiation with a
unique unit structure
and improved pacing to

support every student’s
progress Extra skills-
building support,
problem-solving, and
meaningful practice to
consolidate learning
and deepen
understanding New
additions to boost
progression and post-
GCSE study such as
‘Future skills
questions’ and
‘Working towards A
level’ features

AQA GCSE Maths Grade
1-3 Workbook Nelson
Thornes
Test questions are provided
for each chapter of this
textbook, together with
detailed mark schemes to
make assessment easy. Two
versions of each question are
provided. One allows pupils
to write their answers in the
spaces provided and the
other requires pupils to have
separate writing paper.
Questions can be grouped
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according to needs. Master
grids are provided to cut and
paste tests together in a
consistent format to use the
resource in any order.
Chapter tests can be
grouped to form a module
test after chapters. End-of-
chapter examinations can
also be produced in this way.
A free non-calculator
supplement organized by
unit/chapter is also included
in this resource.
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Mathematics Higher Student
Book 1 Nelson Thornes
Collins GCSE AQA Maths
Grade 1-3 Workbook provides
targeted practice at to build
confidence and skills for the
Foundation GCSE exam.
Develop fluency in key topics
and the confidence to tackle
multi-mark questions with
supportive problem-solving
questions and accessible
practice. Exam Board:
AQALevel & Subject: GCSE
MathsFirst teaching:

September 2015 First exams:
June 2017 *Written and
reviewed by GCSE maths
experts, this workbook is fully
up to date for current GCSE
Maths specifications*Support
lower attainers to build their
confidence and skills to tackle
the Foundation Tier*Provides
levelled practice to build
fluency and confidence in
answering GCSE-style
questions*Targets the key
skills and topics that will have
most impact for students
working towards Grades 1-3,
informed by the latest
examiner reports*Carefully
structured problem-solving
questions develop AO2 and
AO3 skills*Builds familiarity
with the key mathematical
language students will need to
understand for their
exams*Hints provide support
and guidance to access
questions and address
common
misconceptions*Organised by
strand for easy integration into
any teaching programme.
Edexcel Higher Nelson
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Thornes
Offering students support
for the Edexcel GCSE
modular specification, this
book provides an easy-to-
follow course structure,
extra practice questions and
revision exercises tailored to
each module. Page numbers
for the Edexcel GCSE
mathematics student books
are given for reference.
Nelson Thornes
Indexes the Times, Sunday
times and magazine, Times
literary supplement, Times
educational supplement,
Times educational supplement
Scotland, and the Times
higher education supplement.
Key Maths GCSE Letts and
Lonsdale
This Maths Revision and
Practice range contains clear
and accessible explanations of
all the GCSE content, with
lots of practice opportunities
for each topic throughout the
book. Based on new research

that proves repeated practice is
more effective than repeated
study, this book is guaranteed
to help you achieve the best
results. There are clear and
concise revision notes for
every topic covered in the
curriculum, plus seven practice
opportunities to ensure the best
results. Includes: - quick tests
to check understanding - end-
of-topic practice questions -
topic review questions later in
the book - mixed practice
questions at the end of the
book - free Q&A flashcards to
download online - an ebook
version of the revision guide -
more topic-by-topic practice
and a complete exam-style
paper in the added workbook
Suitable for the new AQA
Maths GCSE.
Revise GCSE Business
Studies (2010 Exams Only)
Cambridge University Press
Collins New GCSE Maths
Edexcel Linear Teacher's
Pack Higher 1 contains
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everything you need to
deliver effective lessons in
mathematics with confidence
for students working at
Grades D to A*. Fully
matched to Edexcel's new
GCSE Maths Linear
specification, these teacher
resources offer well-
differentiated lesson plans
and additional support. The
Teacher's Pack allows you
to: * Capture the essence of
chapters at a glance with
chapter overviews * Easily
access learning objectives
and references to exam
board specifications, KS4
Programme of Study,
Functional Skills Standards
and Personal Learning and
Thinking Skills (PLTS) for
each chapter * Link maths
concepts and help students to
access functional and
problem-solving scenarios *
Raise standards by providing
the right level of progression

for every student by using the
well-differentiated lesson
plans * Involve the whole
class in engaging activities
and discussions using the
Starter * Lead students into
the main concepts and
exercises with the Main
Lesson Activity *
Consolidate and summarise
learning using the Plenary *
Quickly access the answers
to all questions in the
corresponding Student Book
and Homework Book * Plan
ahead and save time using
the ready-made Scheme of
Work * Customise your
lessons using Lesson Plans
in Word format on the CD-
Rom
New Grade 9-1 GCSE Maths
Edexcel Student Book -
Foundation (with Online
Edition) Edexcel GCSE Maths
2015
A complete course for GCSE,
this text contains clear
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explanations of key ideas,
graded exercises, worked
examples, past paper questions
and practice exam papers.
Answers are also included. The
Foundation course is targeted
towards lower ability students.
Edexcel IGCSE Further
Pure Mathematics Nelson
Thornes
Our brand-new resources
are written specifically to
tackle the demands of the
GCSE (9-1) Maths.
GCSE Mathematics for Edexcel
Foundation Student Book
Pearson Education
The routine jobs of yesterday are
being replaced by technology
and/or shipped off-shore. In their
place, job categories that require
knowledge management, abstract
reasoning, and personal services
seem to be growing. The modern
workplace requires workers to
have broad cognitive and
affective skills. Often referred to
as "21st century skills," these
skills include being able to solve
complex problems, to think
critically about tasks, to

effectively communicate with
people from a variety of different
cultures and using a variety of
different techniques, to work in
collaboration with others, to adapt
to rapidly changing environments
and conditions for performing
tasks, to effectively manage one's
work, and to acquire new skills
and information on one's own.
The National Research Council
(NRC) has convened two prior
workshops on the topic of 21st
century skills. The first, held in
2007, was designed to examine
research on the skills required for
the 21st century workplace and
the extent to which they are
meaningfully different from
earlier eras and require
corresponding changes in
educational experiences. The
second workshop, held in 2009,
was designed to explore demand
for these types of skills, consider
intersections between science
education reform goals and 21st
century skills, examine models of
high-quality science instruction
that may develop the skills, and
consider science teacher readiness
for 21st century skills. The third
workshop was intended to delve
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more deeply into the topic of
assessment. The goal for this
workshop was to capitalize on the
prior efforts and explore
strategies for assessing the five
skills identified earlier. The
Committee on the Assessment of
21st Century Skills was asked to
organize a workshop that
reviewed the assessments and
related research for each of the
five skills identified at the
previous workshops, with special
attention to recent developments
in technology-enabled assessment
of critical thinking and problem-
solving skills. In designing the
workshop, the committee
collapsed the five skills into three
broad clusters as shown below:
Cognitive skills: nonroutine
problem solving, critical thinking,
systems thinking Interpersonal
skills: complex communication,
social skills, team-work, cultural
sensitivity, dealing with diversity
Intrapersonal skills: self-
management, time management,
self-development, self-regulation,
adaptability, executive
functioning Assessing 21st
Century Skills provides an
integrated summary of the

presentations and discussions
from both parts of the third
workshop.
Assessing 21st Century Skills
Letts and Lonsdale
Our Revision Workbooks help
students develop vital skills
throughout their course in
preparation for the exam.
Edexcel GCSE Maths
Foundation: Mastering
Mathematics Revision Guide
National Academies Press
The Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Mathematics Purposeful
Practice Book - Foundation is
a brand-new kind of practice
book incorporating minimal
variation to bolster GCSE
study in and out of the
classroom. Engaging and
purpose-led questions that use
cutting-edge approaches to
help you build your skills,
confidence and understanding,
and get exam-ready.
Encourages progression for all
with over 4,500 concise and
varied questions that: · build in
small steps to consolidate
knowledge and boost
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confidence · deepen
understanding by helping you
connect, reason and reflect on
your learning · focus on
specific areas, such as
strengthening problem-solving
skills and strategies · help you
put into practice what you've
learned in different ways.
Targeted exam practice with
questions modified from real
GCSE (9-1) papers to help you
start applying what you've
learned to what you might see
in assessments. Includes exam
feedback, with grade indicators
informed by ResultsPlus data
to provide meaningful insight
into the level of difficulty of
each exam-style question.
Developed with the help of UK
teachers so you can use the
book flexibly alongside your
current resources: in class, for
homework, or independent
study.
Edexcel GCSE Modular
Mathematics Examples and
Practice Pearson Education
A new series of bespoke, full-

coverage resources developed
for the 2015 GCSE
Mathematics qualifications.
Endorsed for the Edexcel
GCSE Mathematics
Foundation tier specification
for first teaching from 2015,
this Student Book provides full
coverage of the new GCSE
Mathematics qualification.
With a strong focus on
developing problem-solving
skills, reasoning and fluency, it
helps students understand
concepts, apply techniques,
solve problems, reason,
interpret and communicate
mathematically. Written by
experienced teachers, it also
includes a solid breadth and
depth of quality questions set
in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an
enhanced digital resource
incorporating progression
tracking - is also available, as
well as a free Teacher's
Resource, Problem-solving
Books and Homework Books.
Statistics REVISE Edexcel
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GCSE (9-1) Mathematics
Foundation Revision
WorkbookOur Revision
Workbooks help students
develop vital skills throughout
their course in preparation for
the exam.REVISE Edexcel
GCSE (9-1) Mathematics
Foundation Practice Papers
Plus
GCSE Maths is Easy: the
ultimate guide for anyone who
finds mathematics challenging
and for those wanting to pass
GCSE maths with ease. This
exciting new guide is filled
with fun and interesting facts
for you to understand maths in
a way that makes it more
compelling to learn, and more
importantly, easier to
understand! This book
contains plenty of sample
questions to assist you through
GCSE stage mathematics and
it provides detailed step-by-
step instructions to work out
basic arithmetic. This maths
book is like no other; it uses
real life scenarios and

interesting facts (such as
sunken ships and car rallies), to
help build your mathematical
skills and engage with numbers
in a more fun and absorbing
way. This book includes
everything you will need to
know to understand the basics
of any math problem
including: fractions, ratios,
percentages, data
interpretation, multiplications,
long division, bearings,
triangulation and many other
mathematical formulas ideal
for all GCSE students. Written
in conjunction with Qualified
Maths Teachers and created by
the UK s leading recruitment
experts; this comprehensive
guide includes: A breakdown
of each mathematical formula.
Detailed instructions of how to
complete each question type.
Lots of interesting facts that
makes learning maths fun.
Plenty of exercises for you to
work through. Memorable
methods to ensure you get the
correct answer every time.
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Insider GCSE tips and advice
All of the content within this
guide will help you prepare for
the GCSE maths syllabus and
can be applied in your practice
of past papers for AQA,
CCEA, Cambridge, Edexcel,
iGCSE, OCR, Scottish and
WJEC. This guide is perfect
for those on GCSE maths
courses, those who want to
know how to get a GSCE
maths qualification, touch up
on their mathematics and those
who want the ultimate revision
aid.
Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Mathematics
Foundation Student Book 1
Heinemann
Offering students support
for the Edexcel GCSE
modular specification, this
book provides an easy-to-
follow course structure,
extra practice questions and
revision exercises tailored to
each module. Page numbers
for the Edexcel GCSE

mathematics student books
are given for reference.
Edexcel Linear Collins
Exam Board: Edexcel Level &
Subject: GCSE Maths First
teaching: September 2015 First
exams: June 2017 Endorsed by
Edexcel
New GCSE Maths Edexcel
Revision Guide: Foundation -
For the Grade 9-1Course
Online Edition Collins
Targeted, level-specific
questions to help students
focus on key topics and reach
their full potential. - Written
by a trusted math teacher and
author - Targeted, level-
specific questions to help
students focus on key topics -
Perfect for revision, booster
classes, retakes, intervention
groups
Rev Plus Gcse Math Foun Rev
Gd Collins
Written by examiners and
experienced teachers, this work
offers study and homework
support throughout GCSE. It is
useful as a reference source, a
lesson back-up and a revision
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guide.
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Mathematics: Purposeful
Practice Book - Foundation
Heinemann
Planned, developed and written
by practising classroom teachers
with a wide variety of experience
in schools, this maths course has
been designed to be enjoyable
and motivating for pupils and
teachers. The course is open and
accessible to pupils of all
abilities and backgrounds, and is
differentiated to provide material
which is appropriate for all
pupils. It provides spiral
coverage of the curriculum ehich
involves regular revisiting of key
concepts to promote familiarity
through practice. This book,
designed for the higher level of
the GCSE, adheres to the
Edexcel specification.
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